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KEY=SPIRIT - MARIELA LOPEZ
BLITHE SPIRIT
A&C Black I will ever be grateful for the almost psychic gift that enabled me to write Blithe Spirit in ﬁve days during one of the darkest
years of the war.' Written in 1941, Blithe Spirit remained the longest-running comedy in British Theatre for three decades thereafter.
Plotted around the central role of one of Coward's best loved characters, a spirit medium Madame Arcati (originally performed by
Margaret Rutherford) Coward's play is an escapist comedy about a man whose two previous wives return to haunt him. "A minor
comic masterpiece of the lighter sort" Professor Allardyce Nicoll

NOËL COWARD
THE COMPLETE LYRICS
Provides the lyrics to all of Coward's compositions, including unknown material and the texts of four unﬁnished musicals

BRIEF ENCOUNTER
The simple story of an unconsummated love aﬀair between a suburban doctor and a middle-class housewife, Brief Encounter can
claim to be the most romantic ﬁlm in British cinema. Based by Noel Coward upon his short play Still Life, the screenplay conjures up
the drab, emotionally restrained world of post-war Britain better than almost any other literary text. It was nominated for an Oscar at
the 1947 Academy Awards. Brief Encounter is perhaps the most moving and fully realized of all David Lean's ﬁlms. This volume
contains a specially commissioned introduction by Coward's biographer, Sheridan Morley.

FROM AGENT TO ACTOR
AN UNSENTIMENTAL EDUCATION, OR WHAT THE OTHER HALF KNOWS
Samuel French , Incorporated Oﬀers up cantankerous novelist Charles Condomine, re-married but haunted (literally) by the ghost of
his late ﬁrst wife, the clever and insistent Elvira who is called up by a visiting "happy medium", one Madame Arcati. As the (worldy and
un- ) personalities clash, Charles' current wife Ruth is accidentally killed, "passes over," joins Elvira and the two "blithe spirits" haunt
the hapless Charles into perpetuity.

DESIGN FOR LIVING
A&C Black 'The actual facts are so simple. I love you. You love me. You love Otto. I love Otto. Otto loves you. Otto loves me. There
now! Start to unravel from there.' Design for Living is a wickedly witty dark romantic comedy by Noel Coward. Initially banned in the
UK, this provocative play portrays three amoral, glib and stylish characters and their hopelessly inescapable, if also unconventional,
emotional entanglement. From 1930s bohemian Paris to the dizzying heights of Manhattan society, a tempestuous love triangle
unravels between a vivacious interior designer, Gilda, playwright Leo and artist Otto - three people unashamedly and passionately in
love with each other. They are trapped in what Coward called 'a three-sided erotic hodge podge.' With Coward's trademark piquant
style, this lively, funny but also atypical play looks at dazzling, egotistical creatures and their self-destructive dependence on each
other. Exploring themes of bisexuality, celebrity, success and self-obsession, Design for Living is a stylish and scandalous comedy.

TONIGHT AT 8.30
HANDS ACROSS THE SEA; STILL LIFE; FUMED OAK; WAYS AND MEANS; THE ASTONISHED HEART; RED
PEPPERS; WE W
A&C Black A collection of Coward's ambitious series of ten one-act plays - a sparkling, fast paced and remarkably varied selection of
theatrical gems.

HAY FEVER
Bloomsbury Publishing First produced in 1925, Hay Fever is technically a masterpiece. A comedy of bad manners which starts with the
arrival of four guests, invited independently by diﬀerent members of the Bliss family for a weekend at their country house near
Maidenhead. The promise of an idyllic and peaceful weekend is quickly trounced by the self-absorbed eccentricities of the family who
leave the guests to slink away humiliated, embarrassed and abandoned. "It does not date... it is in the highest mood of fantastic
comedy, it is deliciously heartless and therefore delicioiusly alive and fresh" The Times
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PRESENT INDICATIVE
THE FIRST AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF NOËL COWARD
Bloomsbury Publishing "I was photographed naked on a cushion very early in life, an insane, toothless smile slitting my face and
pleats of fat overlapping me like an ill-ﬁtting overcoat. Later, at the age of two, I was photographed again. This time in a lace dress,
leaning against a garden roller and laughing hysterically. If these photographs can be found they will adorn this book." Thus begins
the life story of one of the most celebrated characters in British theatrical history, in the ﬁrst of Coward's autobiographies, ﬁrst
published in 1937. Displaying an early dedication to the theatre, Present Indicative hints at the success that would come to Coward as
actor, playwright, novelist and performer. Each line is punctuated with his trademark eﬀervescent wit, making this book a comic tour
de force in it's own right, as well as a "must read" for anyone with an interest in the British stage. "He is simply a phenomenon, and
one that is unlikely to occur ever again in theatre history" Terence Rattigan

THE LETTERS OF NOËL COWARD
Bloomsbury Publishing 'A uniquely charming and enticing journey through a remarkable life. Coward's own record is made all the more
delightful by the wise and helpful interpolations of Barry Day, the soundest authority on the Master that there is.' Stephen Fry 'Precise,
witty, remarkably observed and gloriously English' Dame Judi Dench 'Barry Day's analysis is both perceptive and irresistible' Lord
Richard Attenborough With virtually all the letters in this volume previously unpublished - this is a revealing new insight into the
private life of a legendary ﬁgure. Coward's multi-faceted talent as an actor, writer, composer, producer and even as a war-time spy(!),
brought him into close contact with the great, the good and the merely ambitious in ﬁlm, literature and politics.With letters to and
from the likes of: George Bernard Shaw, Virginia Woolf, Winston Churchill, Greta Garbo (she wrote asking him to marry her), Marlene
Dietriech, Ian Fleming, Graham Greene, Evelyn Waugh, Fred Astaire, Charlie Chaplin, FD Roosevelt, the Queen Mother and many
more, the picture that emerges is a series of vivid sketches of Noel Coward's private relationships, and a re-examination of the man
himself. Deliciously insightful, witty, perfectly bitchy, wise, loving and often surprisingly moving, this extraordinary collection gives us
Coward at his crackling best. A sublime portrait of a unique artist who made an indelible mark on the 20th century, from the Blitz to
the Ritz and beyond.

ENRON
Bloomsbury Publishing The only diﬀerence between me and the people judging me is they weren't smart enough to do what we did.
One of the most infamous scandals in ﬁnancial history becomes a theatrical epic. At once a case study and an allegory, the play charts
the notorious rise and fall of Enron and its founding partners Ken Lay and Jeﬀrey Skilling, who became 'the most viliﬁed ﬁgure from the
ﬁnancial scandal of the century.' This Student Edition features expert and helpful annotation, including a scene-by-scene summary, a
detailed commentary on the dramatic, social and political context, and on the themes, characters, language and structure of the play,
as well as a list of suggested reading and questions for further study and a review of performance history. Mixing classical tragedy
with savage comedy, Enron follows a group of ﬂawed men and women in a narrative of greed and loss which reviews the tumultuous
1990s and casts a new light on the ﬁnancial turmoil in which the world ﬁnds itself in 2009. The play was Lucy Prebble's ﬁrst work for
the stage since her debut work The Sugar Syndrome, winner of the George Devine and Critic's Circle Awards for Most Promising New
Playwright. Produced by Headlong, Enron premiered at Chichester's Minerva Theatre on 11 July 2009 and opened at the Royal Court
Theatre, London, in September, before transferring to London's West End and to Broadway in 2010.

STAR QUALITY
Methuen Drama In his ﬁnal play, Noel Coward takes us behind the scenes of a new West End production. Conjuring up an authentic
backstage world of talent and treachery, Coward creates a gallery of unforgettable characters: temperamental leading lady, ruthless
director, jaded old troupers and, caught somewhere between them all, innocent young playwright. From tentative ﬁrst rehearsal to
triumphant opening night, the clash of egos becomes increasingly and hilariously bloody. But what emerges from the mayhem is a
startling evocation of that most elusive gift of all - star quality.

FALLEN ANGELS
LA Theatre Works Two couples are happily married and the best of friends until a postcard arrives with the news of the imminent
arrival of a certain handsome Frenchman. This is Coward at his best--gay, debonair and utterly sophisticated--in the style that won him
international acclaim as the master purveyor of high comedy in the modern theatre.

PRIVATE LIVES
Concord Theatricals Een gescheiden echtpaar ontmoet elkaar weer na vijf jaar, terwijl zij beiden op huwelijksreis zijn met hun nieuwe
partner.

BRILLIANT TRACES
Dramatists Play Service Inc THE STORY: The place is a remote cabin in the wilds of Alaska. As a blizzard rages outside, a lonely ﬁgure,
Henry Harry, lies sleeping under a heap of blankets. Suddenly, he is awakened by the insistent knocking of an unexpected visitor--who
turns
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THE VORTEX
A PLAY IN THREE ACTS
New York Harper 1925.

THE NOEL COWARD DIARIES
'A gold mine of gossip with a cast of thousands' GUARDIAN The unexpurgated diaries of one of the greatest, most talented, and wittily
ﬂamboyant characters of the 20th century - with a new introduction by Stephen Fry 'Compulsive reading' SUNDAY TIMES '19th
February 1956. A A Milne has died. Lord Beaverbrook has not ... Larry is going to make a movie of The Sleeping Prince with Marilyn
Monroe, which might conceivably drive him round the bend' '28th February 1960 Princess Margaret has announced her engagement
to Tony Armstrong-Jones ... He looks quite pretty, but whether or not the marriage is entirely suitable remains to be seen.' Noel
Coward was a renowned actor, dramatist, director - and star. His incredible zest, versatility and unrivalled wit are revealed in these
diaries, with a cast of characters ranging from The Beatles to the Queen, Churchill to Marilyn Monroe. Touching, funny and revealing,
THE NOEL COWARD DIARIES is a superb account of one of the greatest entertainers of all time.

THE WASP
Oberon Books A twisting two-hander, a psychological thriller from the acclaimed author of Belongings. Heather and Carla haven't seen
each other since school. Their lives have taken very diﬀerent paths – Carla lives a hand-to-mouth existence while Heather has a highﬂying career, husband and a beautiful home. And yet, here they are in a café having tea and making awkward conversation. That is
until Heather presents Carla with a bag containing a signiﬁcant amount of cash and an unexpected proposition... Morgan Lloyd
Malcolm's electric new thriller asks how far beyond the playground we carry our childhood experiences and to what lengths some
people are willing to go to in order to come to terms with them.

HOME CHAT
Bloomsbury Publishing I am shirking oﬀ the chains that have shackled me for so long – I have suddenly come to realise that I am a
woman – a living, passionate, pulsating woman – it never occurred to me before. Janet Ebony and her best friend, Peter Chelsworth,
are innocently sharing a sleeping compartment when their train to Paris is involved in a disastrous railway accident. Outrage and
scandal ensue as Janet's husband, Paul, and her fearsome mother-in-law accuse Janet and Peter of adultery. Aghast at their families'
accusations, Janet and Peter decide to take revenge by inventing an adulterous aﬀair ... Written with Noël Coward's trademark wit and
insight, Home Chat is a distinctly modern comedy about female sexuality and ﬁdelity in a society rigidly governed by decorum and
reputation. This edition was published to coincide with the ﬁrst revival of the play since its premiere in 1927.

THE WELKIN
Rural Suﬀolk, 1759. As the country waits for Halley's Comet, Sally Poppy is sentenced to hang for a heinous murder. When she claims
to be pregnant, a jury of twelve matrons are taken from their housework to decide whether she's telling the truth, or simply trying to
escape the noose. With only midwife Lizzy Luke prepared to defend the girl, and a mob baying for blood outside, the matrons wrestle
with their new authority, and the devil in their midst. Lucy Kirkwood's play The Welkin premiered at the National Theatre, London, in
2020, directed by James Macdonald and featuring Maxine Peake and Ria Zmitrowicz.

MARGARET RUTHERFORD
DREADNOUGHT WITH GOOD MANNERS
Aurum Margaret Rutherford was without a doubt one of Britain’s best-loved comic actresses. But behind the kindly, serene front
Rutherford presented to the world lay a life of trauma and repeated nervous breakdown – the legacy of the legacy of family tragedy
that saw her father murder her grandfather during a bout of mental illness and her depressive mother later kill herself. Andy
Merriman’s acclaimed biography intrigued and shocked readers with these revelations when it was published in hardback. Now out in
paperback, it is also a portrait of one of our most individual actresses. Rutherford appeared in such thoroughly English classics as
Blithe Spirit, The importance of Being Earnest, Passport to Pimlico and I’m All Right, Jack! But above all she was Miss Marple, in four
ﬁlms – and entirely created for the screen the role of Agatha Christie’s elderly and fearless private detective that subsequent
actresses like Joan Hickson and Geraldine McEwan have continued. Rutherford ﬁrst played Miss Marple at the age of 70, and insisted
on wearing her own clothes to feel right in the part. Above all, this was a vulnerable woman whom no-one failed to like and respect,
notable again and again for quiet acts of kindness, whose life story has great appeal to everyone who appreciates both classic English
comedy and simple human decency.

THE COLLECTED SHORT STORIES OF NOËL COWARD
NOËL COWARD ON (AND IN) THEATRE
Knopf "This is a Borzoi Book published by Alfred A. Knopf"--Title page verso.

THE LYRICS OF NOËL COWARD
A&C Black Mad Dogs and Englishmen, Don't Put your Daughter on the Stage, Mrs Worthington and over 250 more lyrics from Coward's
musical masterpieces. Noël Coward is one of the greatest lyricists of the twentieth century. Songs such as A Room with a View, The
Stately Homes of England, Mad Dogs and Englishmen and Mrs Worthington are known, sung and loved the world over. This edition
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gathers together over 250 of Coward's lyrics, arranged in chronological order and grouped by show. In addition, these masterpieces of
verse are accompanied by an introduction and notes from the Master himself.

BOEING BOEING
Samuel French, Incorporated Winner! 2008 Tony Award, Best Revival of a Play Revised 2008 Broadway Revival Edition. This 1960's
French farce adapted for the English-speaking stage features self-styled Parisian lothario Bernard, who has Italian, German, and
American ﬁancees, each beautiful airline hostesses with frequent "layovers." He keeps "one up, one down and one pending" until
unexpected schedule changes bring all three to Paris and Bernard's apartment at the same time.

THE AUTUMN GARDEN
PLAY IN THREE ACTS
Dramatists Play Service Inc THE STORY: In the words of New York Post : Miss Hellman is contemplating the meaning of middle age to
an assorted group of people gathered together in a summer home... All of them are in one way or another frustrated and unhappy.
Most of them

THEATRE AUDIENCES
Routledge Susan Bennett's highly successful Theatre Audiences is a unique full-length study of the audience as cultural phenomenon,
which looks at both theories of spectatorship and the practice of diﬀerent theatres and their audiences. Published here in a brand new
updated edition, Theatre Audiences now includes: • a new preface by the author • a stunning extra chapter on intercultural theatre •
a revised up-to-date bibliography. Theatre Audiences is a must-buy for teachers and students interested in spectatorship and theatre
audiences, and will be valuable reading for practitioners and others involved in the theatre.

RETURN TO THE FORBIDDEN PLANET
Samuel French, Inc. Inspired by Shakepeare's The Tempest, this juke box musical is packed with rock 'n' roll classics such as Heard it
Through the Grapevine, Young Girl, Good Vibrations, and Gloria. Blast oﬀ on a routine ﬂight and crash into the planet D'Illyria where a
sci ﬁ version of The Tempest set to rock and roll golden oldies unfolds with glee. The planet is inhabited by a sinister scientist, Dr.
Prospero; his delightful daughter Miranda; Ariel, a faithful robot on roller skates; and an uncontrollable monster, the product of
Prospero's Id, whose tentacles penetrate the space craft.

PERFECT WEDDING
A COMEDY
Samuel French, Inc. Comedy Characters: 2 male, 4 female Interior Set A man wakes up in the bridal suite on his wedding morning to
ﬁnd an extremely attractive naked girl in bed beside him. In the depths of a stag night hangover, he can't even remember meeting
her. Before he can get her out, his bride to be arrives to dress for the wedding and, in the ensuing panic, the girl is locked in the
bathroom. The best man is persuaded to claim her, but he gets confused and introduces the chamber maid

THE CONSTANT WIFE
LA Theatre Works Kate Burton reprises her Tony-nominated performance as Constance Middleton in W. Somerset Maugham's classic
comedy of manners. Theres something Constance Middletons friends are dying to tell her: her husband is having an aﬀair with her
best friend! Despite their hints, Constance remains ever cool, and seemingly oblivious. Or is she? In this biting comedy of manners,
marriages and mistresses, Constance a not-so-desperate housewife - has some ideas of her own about extra-marital activity that
surprise everyone in the end! A full-cast performance featuring: Kate Burton, Rosalind Ayres, Mark Capri, Stephen Collins, John de
Lancie, Jen Dede, Christina Pickles and Kirsten Potter.

SITTING PRETTY
THE LIFE AND TIMES OF CLIFTON WEBB
Univ. Press of Mississippi More than any other male movie star, the reﬁned Clifton Webb (1889-1966) caused the movie-going public
to change its image of a leading man. In a day when leading men were supposed to be strong, virile, and brave, Clifton Webb
projected an image of ﬂip, acerbic arrogance. He was able to play everything from a decadent columnist (Laura) to a fertile father
(Cheaper by the Dozen and The Remarkable Mr. Pennypacker), delivering lines in an urbanely clipped, acidly dry manner with
impeccable timing. Sitting Pretty is his remarkable story. Long before his ﬁlm career began, Webb was a child actor and later a
suavely eﬀete song-and-dance man in numerous Broadway musicals and revues. The turning point in his career came in 1941 when
his good friend Noël Coward cast him in Blithe Spirit. Director Otto Preminger saw Webb's performance and cast him in Laura in 1944.
Webb began to write his autobiography, but he said that he eventually had gotten "bogged down" in the process. However, he did
complete six chapters and left a hefty collection of notes that he intended to use in the proposed book. His writing is as witty and
sophisticated as his onscreen persona. Those six chapters, information and voluminous notes, and personal research by the coauthor
provide an intimate view of an amazingly talented man's life and times.

CALIFORNIA SUITE
LA Theatre Works "Four couples arrive, in turn, from New York, Philadelphia, London and Chicago and seprately inhabit a suite at The
Beverly Hills Hotel, bringing along their problems, anxieties, and comical marital dilemmas. The view from Beverly Hills will never look
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the same!"--Cover.

THE COMPLETE VERSE OF NOEL COWARD
A&C Black Three volumes of his verse were published in Coward's lifetime, but while The Complete Verse features all of the work from
these three volumes it also presents previously unpublished material for the very ﬁrst time. Coward expert Barry Day has collected
together the additional verse which Coward sent to family and friends and which paints a vivid portrait of his more private life. For
anyone who has enjoyed the Diaries or the Letters of Noel Coward, The Complete Verse oﬀers further enjoyment and appreciation of
Coward's wit, insatiable interest in people and skilful rendering of his public and private lives. Day's linking narrative situates the verse
in the events of Coward's life.

HABEAS CORPUS
After two elegiac comedies about the decline of old England, Mr Bennett has now written a gorgeously vulgar but densely plotted
farce that is a downright celebration of sex and the human body... a combination of hurtling action with verbal brilliance. Guardian

BLACKOUT
Inspired by the true stories of a young oﬀender from Glasgow, a 15-year-old who had committed a violent crime, this short play was
part of the National Theatre's 'New Connections' programme which commissions plays about and for young people and was presented
to critical acclaim at the Royal National Theatre.

LAST OF THE RED HOT LOVERS
A COMEDY IN THREE ACTS
WHEN WE ARE MARRIED
In the heart of Northern England, three respectable couples, married on the same day, at the same church, and by the same vicar,
join to celebrate 25 years of blissful matrimony. Or so they think. The happy celebrations are brought to a sudden halt by a shocking
revelation--these pillars of the community aren't quite as respectably married as they thought they were. As the home truths ﬂy like
confetti and conjugal rites turn to farcical ﬁghts, an evening of sparkling comic mayhem erupts. With a photographer from the local
paper due to arrive any second, a missing housekeeper and a doorbell that wont stop ringing, can the three couples keep a lid on their
embarrassing secret? Penned in 1938, this is a classic comedy that is a blessed union of laughs and surprises.

DRAMA MENU AT A DISTANCE
80 SOCIALLY DISTANCED OR ONLINE THEATRE GAMES
Nick Hern Books An essential "recipe" book for drama teachers that eliminates the challenges of planning lessons and workshops in
the "new normal" of COVID-19 online learning.

CHARLOTTE'S WEB
A FULL-LENGTH PLAY
Dramatic Publishing Presents a theatrical version of "Charlotte's Web."

PALGRAVE'S GOLDEN TREASURY OF SONGS AND LYRICS ... - PRIMARY SOURCE EDITION
Nabu Press This is a reproduction of a book published before 1923. This book may have occasional imperfections such as missing or
blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. that were either part of the original artifact, or were introduced by the scanning
process. We believe this work is culturally important, and despite the imperfections, have elected to bring it back into print as part of
our continuing commitment to the preservation of printed works worldwide. We appreciate your understanding of the imperfections in
the preservation process, and hope you enjoy this valuable book.
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